Singles competition
Bill Duo (Princeton) def. Jack Winkler (Michigan State) 1-6, 6-4, 7-6 (2-0)
Jack Winkler (Michigan State) def. Max Cancilla (Penn) 7-4 (6-0), 6-3
Jack Winkler (Michigan State) def. Ching Lam (Brown) 6-7 (0-2), 6-3, 10-8
Jack Winkler (Michigan State) def. Martim Vilela (Wisconsin) 7-5, 6-7 (0-2), 10-2
Harris Walker (HARVARD) def. Davis Wong (Michigan State) 7-6 (5-0), 6-0
Boris Kozlov (LSU) def. Davis Wong (Michigan State) 6-3, 6-3
Jack Winkler (Michigan State) def. Chris Dean (Nebraska) 6-4, 7-5

Doubles competition
Peter Conklin/Casey Ross (Dartmouth) def. Jack Winkler/Davis Wong (Michigan State) 8-7 (5-0)
Jack Winkler/Davis Wong (Michigan State) def. Nick Watson/Daniel Moreno (LSU) 6-3
Jack Winkler/Davis Wong (Michigan State) def. Timothy Wang/Alex Keyser (Columbia), by default

Tournament notes: